Isolation and expression of linked zinc finger gene clusters on human chromosome 11q.
Proteins that share conserved "zinc finger" motifs represent a class of DNA-binding proteins that have been shown to play a fundamental role in regulating gene expression and to be involved in a number of human hereditary and malignant disease states. We have isolated, characterized, and mapped zinc finger-encoding genes specific to human chromosome 11q to investigate their possible association in the molecular pathogenesis of several disease loci mapped to this chromosome. An arrayed chromosome 11q cosmid library was screened using a degenerate oligonucleotide corresponding to the H/C link consensus sequence of the Drosophila Kruppel zinc finger gene, resulting in the isolation of six putative zinc finger genes. Three of the genes (ZNF123, ZNF125, and ZNF126) were analyzed and shown to contain tandemly repeated zinc finger motifs of the C2-H2 class. All three novel genes were found to be expressed in normal adult human tissues, although the tissue-specific pattern of expression differs markedly. Isolated zinc finger genes were regionally mapped on chromosome 11 using fluorescence in situ suppression hybridization and demonstrated clustering of the genes at 11q13.3-11q13.4 and 11q23.1-11q23.2. Analysis of in situ hybridization to interphase nuclei demonstrated a maximum distance of 1 Mb separating distinct finger genes. This analysis defines two linked multigene families of zinc finger genes to chromosome bands associated with a high frequency of specific translocations associated with malignancies.